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Abstract: Adoption of one particular language as the National language or Official language is an extremely sensitive issue in a 
heterogeneous multi-lingual country like India. It was one of the most intensely debated issues in the Constituent Assembly. The 
debates as well as political events show that it is not just related language because language itself got linked with religion and politics. 
Strong opposition to adoption of Hindi as National language was resolved by not option for any National language and adopting both 
English and Hindi as Official languages. However, various policies of the Government of India reveal that the issue is yet to be 
resolved and efforts at making Hindi as the sole Official language continues till date. In this paper examines various issues relating to 
adoption of an Official language and shows that politics, and not linguistic, as the most important factor. 
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Introduction 

India has been grappled with the debate between Official Language and National Language many times after independence.  
While an Official language means a language, which will be used for all the official purposes, National language connotes a language 
which will represent the country to the outside world. Hence, while a country can have multiple Official languages, it can have only 
one National language. Thus, the idea of having a National language has always been very sensitive in a heterogeneous country like 
ours. In this article, I would look into the historical aspects of our language policy through the Constituent Assembly Debates and 
subsequent developments in the independent India. 

 
Glimpse of Hindi Chauvinism 

Language was the most controversial debate in the Constituent Assembly. There were members like R.V. Dhulekar who had 
vociferously advocated for making Hindi as the National Language of India. His argument was primarily based upon two points: A 
National language would bind the country together and since Hindi is spoken and acknowledged by most Indians, it should be our 
National language, ii) English should not be used even for official purposes since it is an alien language. But while making his case, he 
also seemed to be chauvinistic. For example, while proposing an amendment that House Proceedings should be conducted in Hindi, he 
claimed that people who do not know Hindustani have no right to stay in India (Guha, R., India after Gandhi, Oxford University Press, 
2007). Further, in another proceeding, he claimed that he wanted to be part of a ‘Hindu, Hindi Hindustan’ and Sanskrit would soon be 
the language of the world while proposing an amendment that Hindi should be the only National language of the country. This strong 
advocacy of Hindi had seen resistance from a section of Hindi-speaking members itself. For example, Frank Anthony, a member from 
the Anglo-Indian community and hailing from Jabalpur, had lamented that even though, at one point of time, he had no doubt that 
Hindi should be the National language of the nation, he later changed his mind due to the ‘fanatical intolerance’ of some members of 
the Assembly (www.constitutionofindia.net/constitution_assembly_debates/volume/9). 

 
In order to counter the criticisms of Hindi imposition, Lakshmi Kanta Maitra, a member from Bengal Province, proposed that 

Sanskrit should be made the official language of the country after 15 years of making English its official language. His proposal was 
based primarily on the argument that since most of the regional languages have its roots from Sanskrit, so it will be acceptable to the 
regional players as well (www.constitutionofindia.net/constitution_assembly_debates/volume/9). 

 
Meaning of ‘Hindustani’ 

It is interesting to understand the meaning of the term ‘Hindustani’ in this language debate. Nehru and Gandhi had proposed 
‘Hindustani’ should be the national language of independent India as he felt that it could bind both Hindus and Muslims. This is 
because he felt that Hindustani would be a mixture of Hindi and Urdu, the dictions used by Hindus and Muslims respectively. Thus, 
while ‘Hindustani’ is not a language per se, Gandhi wanted Hindi, in both Devanagri and Urdu script, to be our National language 
(www.constitutionofindia.net/constitution_assembly_debates/volume/9). However, when the same proposal was made by Kazi Syed 
Karimuddin, it was rejected because of the fact that since Urdu had been recognized as the national language in Pakistan, it is 
imperative that India adopt Hindi in Devanagri script as its national language. Further, it was also argued that Urdu has a Persian 
linkage to it which makes the language alien to India (www.constitutionofindia.net/constitution_assembly_debates/volume/9). The 
intermingling of language and religion was accentuated in the words of Seth Govind Das when he said while the supporters of Hindi 
are not communal, the same cannot be said with regard to the supporters of Urdu. He further claimed that acceptance of a Secular 
State does not mean acceptance of a heterogeneous culture. Thus, he supported one language and one script. 
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Munshi-Ayyangar Formula 
Despite all the controversies regarding Hindi as our National language, our Constituent Assembly members incorporated both 

Hindi in Devanagri script and English to be the official language of the country. English was made the official language for the first 15 
years after the commencement of the constitution which the Parliament might extend after that period (Guha, R., India after Gandhi, 
Oxford University Press, 2007). Further, the states were given the discretion to choose any language, along with Hindi, as their official 
language by any expressed legislation. The reason why English was adopted for the first 15 years was because Ayyangar felt that 
English was acceptable to every State and until Hindi got such recognition, English needed to be continued. Thus, he explained that 
the ultimate goal was to make Hindi acceptable to every State. This is popularly known as the Munshi-Ayyangar formulae. While this 
Draft was majorly accepted by most of the members, the advocates of Hindi language had raised objection that why Devanagiri 
system of numerals could not be used along with English numerals. Thus, by doing an amendment, both English and Nagari numerals 
were allowed to be used. 

 
Independent India 

Even though both Hindi and English were recognized as the Official Language, the objective of the Central Government has 
always been to promote Hindi. This was further elucidated under Article 344 of the Constitution which allows the President to appoint 
a Commission that would make recommendations on the ‘progressive use of Hindi language’ and also reduce the use of English 
language. The President had also issued various orders to further the cause of Hindi. For example, by a 1960 Order, Hindi was allowed 
for the training of administrative personnel. As the 15 years period drew closer, the Official Language, 1963 was brought in which 
allowed continuance of English as the Official Language of the State along with Hindi. It further provided that English will be used 
for communication between Union and a State which has not adopted Hindi as its official language. In case of communication 
between a Hindi-based State and Non-Hindi based State, communication in Hindi shall be accompanied by a translation in English 
(Official Language Act,1963). While it tried to balance the need of Hindi and Non-Hindi States, it also showed bias towards Hindi 
when it allowed translation of any Central Act in Hindi, while the same was not provided in other regional languages (Official 
Language Act,1963). The situation changed after Nehru’s death when his successor, Lal Bahadur Shastri, a staunch supporter of 
Hindi, decided to make Hindi as India’s only Official Language on 26th January, 1965. At this time, the Congress Government in 
Tamil Nadu brought the Three Language Policy in the State Assembly which allowed compulsory study of Hindi in schools along 
with English and Tamil. All these events led to massive protest in Tamil Nadu led by DMK leaders Annadurai and Karunanidhi. The 
Congress also got divided as two prominent Tamil leaders (Subramaniam and Alegasan) also resigned from Shastri’s cabinet. Shastri 
ultimately had to relent when he announced that status quo would be maintained on 11th February, 1965 on radio. His assurance was 
fructified by Indira Gandhi government when it brought an amendment to the 1963 Act in 1967 which gave permanent status to 
English, along with Hindi, as the official language of the State. 

 
Conclusion 

The Constitution and subsequent legislations make it clear that India does not have any ‘National Language’. Further the 
status of English and Hindi as official language is also quite settled. However, there is always a clear divide between Hindi and Non-
Hindi speakers in terms of its status and the Central Government has shown time and again to be bit biased towards Hindi. This was 
evident in the Constituent Assembly Debates where members like R.V. Dhulekar continued to consider Hindi as the ‘National 
Language’ despite adoption of Munshi-Ayyangar formulae. The latest entrant to that list is the Vice-President of India when he called 
Hindi to be our ‘Rashtra Bhasha’ in 2017. Further 1986 and 2019 Education policies have shown Central Government’s inclination 
towards adopting a Three-Language Policy where Hindi would be compulsorily taught even in Non-Hindi speaking States. While the 
advocates of Hindi language often argue in terms of ‘Unity of the country, the Honourable Supreme Court has warned against any 
such imposition when it said that any such effort should not offend the sensibilities of other people of India who speak their language 
are equally proud of that (Jayakant Mishra vs State of Bihar). Thus, it is important that we protect our composite culture, which has 
been granted by our Constitution despite strong opposition in the Constituent Assembly itself. 
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